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STYLES & SHAPES

How many times have you lovingly made yourself an item of clothing and then never had an occasion to 
wear it?  Let’s face it, there are only so many times in a year that you’re going to need a tea-dress/
vintage style frock with nipped in waist/swirly skirt in a mad print.

This is the pitfall that awaits new stitchers.  You have some new skills, you’re all excited by these girly, 
cute, vintage style patterns, you’re loving all the printed fabrics covered in cute little animals and ditsy 
�lowers.  But hang on a sec, these things might be a million miles away from the clothes you normally 
enjoy wearing and you don’t have a spring wedding to attend every weekend!  (Or maybe you do!….)

The �irst step in making your ideal home-sewn collection is to choose the right styles and shapes 
that you enjoy wearing and that work with your body shape.

Start by going through your wardrobe and pulling out the garments that you like most and most 
enjoy wearing and/or feel good in and photograph them!

Hopefully a pattern will start to emerge to guide you to the sort of styles you need to be sewing, look at 
the:
* shapes
* colours
* prints
* fabrics.
 
If there is no pattern, or you think you could do with some extra help, there is plenty of advice out there 
to learn which styles and shapes best suit your particular �igure type.  I’ve included a few photocopies 
and suggestions in the “Food for Thought” section.
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STYLES & SHAPES

When you’ve worked out what styles are best for you, be ruthless and choose only patterns that look 
like that!  Don’t be distracted by the photos and illustrations when choosing patterns, look at 
the B&W line drawings - these are more useful for identifying key details and style lines of the 
design:

Next, ask yourself what type of garments do you want to make? (Probably followed by, how much 
time to you have to sew?!)  Smart work clothes, dressy going out clothes, everyday clothes or some-
thing for a special event?

While it’s nice to make yourself something special for a one-off event such as a wedding, I personally 
prefer to make everyday clothes.  If you’re putting in all that time and effort and using nice fabric, 
don’t you want to wear it, a lot?!

SOME MORE TIPS:

Use Pinterest and make yourself a “My Style” board of shapes and colours and use it to guide your 
search for patterns and fabrics.

Balance – choosing the right shapes for you isn’t necessarily about hiding or disguising parts of 
yourself, but rather about balancing everything out.  
In clothes balance is important, both within a garment and within an out�it:

 Balance in a garment - the garment above is quite balanced because although there is a lot of   
 fabric in it being full at the hem and with a deep rolled neck, it’s quite short and is sleeveless   
 which balances out the swathes of fabric.

 Balance within out�its can be created easily, for example, teaming close �itting trousers with   
 looser tops and long �lowing trousers or skirts with �itted tops. 
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FABRICS

As a dressmaker, you need to be able to understand fabrics in terms of more than just colour and print 
to be able to choose the best fabric for your pattern.  

A common mistake when you’re new to sewing is to not understand the difference between a fabric 
and a �ibre.  So, let’s start with some basics; the important and fundamental difference between �ibres 
and fabrics.  

A �ibre is the raw material that a fabric is made up of such as cotton, silk, polyester. 

Fabric is the resulting cloth that can be made in lots of different ways, through different weaves 
and by knitting such as denim, corduroy, jersey. 

The best way to explain the difference is probably with an example: Cotton Jersey and Viscose Jersey – 
they are the same “type” of fabric (Jersey), but made from different �ibres (one Cotton, one Viscose) 
and have quite different properties including how drapey they are and how absorbent they are. As you 
start to make your own clothes it is important to learn about the properties of different �ibres so that 
you can choose the most appropriate fabrics for what you’re making.

There is a list of some common �ibres and fabrics on my blog: 
http://wendyward.wordpress.com/fabric-sewing-dictionary/fabric-dictionary/

These are 2 of the best books about the subject that would be a good investment for your 
dressmaking library:
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FABRICS

Understanding a bit more about fabrics will help you make better choices.  Fabric choice can really 
make or break a garment and create very different looks from the same pattern.  

Here are some examples:

How to Shop for Fabric
* if you’re new to fabric shopping go to a bricks and mortar shop rather than online - there will be  
 knowledgeable staff to help you
* don’t look at fabric as an abstract thing in its own right (it may as well be wallpaper or a table   
 cloth), imagine great chunks of the stuff draped around your body
* unroll some, see how it drapes, screw it up in your hand to see if it creases, hold it up against   
 your face to see if it suits your colouring and most importantly, ask yourself can I really see   
 myself wearing this???

Some Notes on Colour
What colours suit your skin tone and hair colour?  If you love to wear bright colours, put that pastel 
lemon �loral fabric back on the shelf!
* be aware what other colours you have in your wardrobe
* dark colours tend to recede into the background, lighter/brighter colours jump out so, use   
 dark  colours to disguise any areas that you’re self conscious about and lighter/brighter colours   
 to highlight details in garments or emphasise your good bits!

Care Instructions
Check the label to �ind out the �ibre composition (eg. cotton, polyester) of the fabric.  Remember this 
will effect the drape of the fabric, how comfortable it will be to wear and how easy it will be to care for.  
The label should also tell you how to launder the fabric - if not, ask in the shop and make a note of it!

Always pre-wash your fabric before cutting out so that you will be able to wash your �inished 
garment without it shrinking or the colour running!  

NOTE: natural �ibres are most prone to shrinking, especially knits and denim.

cotton brushed back sweat & 

viscose crepe de chine

lurex metallic jersey & viscose jersey

wool/viscose suiting &

cotton brushed back sweat
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WHAT TO SEW?

Ask yourself these questions before you start:  

What garments do I need or do I �ind dif�icult to buy?

How much time do I have for sewing at home?

The most important thing for new dressmakers is to �ind projects to keep you motivated.  That means

 * making something you actually want to wear
* using great fabric
* making something that suits your skill level and your available time.

SIZING

The thing that seems to �ill every dressmaker’s heart with fear!!  The �irst thing you need to do is:   
  
     FORGET ABOUT DRESS SIZES!!  They’re meaningless.

Dress sizes are simply a label that someone else has put on someone of your dimensions and they vary 
wildly from company to company, for example the bust, waist and hip measurements that would be 
labelled size 10 in Reiss is labelled size 12 in H&M.

This subject is a bit of a bug bear of mine and I’ve written much more about it on my blog if you want 
to read more: http://wendyward.wordpress.com/2015/01/31/the-mine�ield-that-is-womens-sizing/

To make clothes that �it, all you really need to know are your actual body measurements.

SEWING

MEASUREMENTS

When you start dressmaking, these are the 3 basic measurements you 
need.  It’s crucial to measure accurately and in the right place:

* keep your tape measure snug, the garment won’t turn out this tight  
 as there’s extra built into the pattern for comfort (called ease)
* have your tape measure parallel to �loor
* waist is the natural waist, quite high up, just under rib cage 
* hips are over the middle of your bum, over the hip joint,  usually 
 the widest part of your body.

There’s more about how to use your measurements to choose the right pattern size in this blog post: 
http://wendyward.wordpress.com/2015/01/17/how-to-measure-yourself-and-choose-the-right-pattern-size/
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PROGRESSIVE SEWING

This is my approach for new dressmakers to keep them motivated and interested.  If you’ve never 
done any dressmaking before, I don’t recommend starting on a �itted dress - it’s going to take quite a 
long time (especially if you don’t have much sewing time) and the results may not be perfect.

You need to start with something you can �inish in a reasonable amount of time that’s easy to �it.  You 
want to make something that you’re proud to wear and feel encouraged and motivated to start the 
next project.  

Here’s my progressive sewing plan:      And there’s a similar approach in my book    
            where the projects steadily get more dif�icult:

I’ve written about taking a progressive approach to your sewing in this blog post if you want to read 
more:

http://wendyward.wordpress.com/2014/07/25/is-your-sewing-progressive/

SEWING
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* Sewing doesn’t always save money when compared to shopping on the high street, but it could   
 result in you having a much more wearable wardrobe of things you feel good in.

* You have no idea of the conditions under which high street ready-to-wear clothes are produced,   
 often workers are exploited and even lives put at risk (in 2013 the Rana Plaza building collapsed  
 in Bangladesh which contained a clothing factory and over 1000 garment workers were killed).

* Buying cheap ready-to-wear clothes often means you compromise on �it, so nothing ever looks or  
 feels quite “right”, you can do better when you sew your own.

* Cheap clothes are usually badly made from poor quality fabrics making them uncomfortable to   
 wear, when you sew your own you can choose good quality fabrics that will be a joy to sew and   
 comfortable to wear.

* If you know what styles and colours work for you, you can buy fewer patterns and better quality  
 fabrics and are less likely to fall for impulse purchases that end up in your fabric stash.

* Once you have found a few patterns that �it and �latter, you can use your new-found sewing skills  
 to eventually make a whole new wardrobe of clothes you enjoy wearing

SOME  RESOURCES

* Colette patterns did a brilliant blog series called “Wardrobe Architect” on this subject: 
 http://www.coletterie.com/wardrobe-architect

*  If you want to �ind out more about sustainable fashion, these 2 websites are a great start:
 http://www.cleanclothes.org  http://www.labourbehindthelabel.org

* There are loads of websites with advice on colours and body shapes and tons of stuff on 
 Pinterest. I’ve attached photocopies of the body shape feature from the June 2015 issue of Sew   
 magazine as a start!

ABOUT ME

I worked as a designer in the fashion industry for seven years and in 2007 began teaching 
dressmaking and pattern cutting in Brighton. In 2012 I opened MIY Workshop and launched my own 
range of sewing patterns called MIY Collection.

I have a degree in Fashion Design, an MA in Design and am a quali�ied teacher. I’m a regular 
contributor to Sewing World and Love Sewing magazines and wrote "The Beginner's Guide to 
Dressmaking" which has stayed at no. 2 (or no. 1!) in Amazon's chart for Dressmaking books since it 
was published in November 2014.

I believe sustainable fashion is possible, having worked for a fair trade organic cotton brand for four 
years and I’m passionate about empowering people to create their own style, interpret fashion in their 
own way and re-connect with the joy of making.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT 







	  
	  
	  
	  
	   PROJECT	   	   	   FABRICS	   	   STYLE	  DETAILS	  

Garment:	   	   	   Fabric	  1	  
	  
	  
	  

swatch	  

Price	   	   SLEEVES	  
Occasion	  or	  everyday:	   	   	   	   To	  look	  for	  ✓ To	  avoid	  ✗	  

Need	  by:	   	   	   Width	   	   	   	  
Other:	   	   	   	  

	   	   	   Composition	   	  
MEASUREMENTS	   	   	   NECKLINES	  

Bust	   	   	   Care	  Instructions	   	   To	  look	  for	  ✓	   To	  avoid	  ✗	  
Waist	   	   	   	   	   	  
Hips	   	   	   Fabric	  2	  

	  
	  
	  

swatch	  

Price	   	  
	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   Width	   	   SILHOUETTE	  &	  FIT	  
	   	   	   	   To	  look	  for	  ✓	   To	  avoid	  ✗	  

COLOUR	  &	  PRINT	   	   Composition	   	   	   	  
To	  look	  for	  ✓	   To	  avoid	  ✗	   	   	  

	   	   	   Care	  Instructions	   	  
	   	   	   	   STYLE	  DETAILS	  
	   	   	   Fabric	  3	  

	  
	  
	  

swatch	  

Price	   	   To	  look	  for	  ✓	   To	  avoid	  ✗	  
	   	   	   	   	   	  

	   	   	   Width	   	  
POSSIBLE	  PATTERNS	   	   	  

	   	   Composition	   	   LENGTH	  
	   	   To	  look	  for	  ✓	   To	  avoid	  ✗	  
	   Care	  Instructions	   	   	   	  
	   	  

	  

PROJECT	  CHECKLIST	  
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